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Introduction
The University of Exeter’s Energy Policy Group (EPG) is very pleased to submit to the Consultation on
the National Infrastructure Assessment (NIA) – Process and Methodology.
The EPG submitted evidence to the National Infrastructure Commission’s (NIC) Inquiry into
Electricity Interconnection and Storage, which subsequently led to the very good NIC Report on
Smart Power.
The EPG has a project: Innovation and Governance for a Sustainable Economy (IGov). This has a
small team working on the politics and decision-making processes of governance which fits squarely
within the NIC remit.
At root, IGov argues that GB energy governance (including of interconnection and storage) is not fit
for purpose. We have developed a DRAFT institutional framework for what we would argue is a fitfor-purpose GB energy governance structure. This is attached as an Annex to this submission.
In general, the NIC thoughts and ideas have mirrored many of those developed within IGov. IGov
supports greater direction from Government with respect to its energy policy, and attendant
infrastructure. For us, there are two central issues:
The first is the near-absence of meaningful debate and consent in choices about infrastructure (and
energy policy) needs. As you say in Para 20 / page 10, ‘the provision of new infrastructure has
historically relied on an often fragile and incomplete political and public consensus’. We think a
robust and transparent means of enabling a meaningful debate, identifying a consensus, and then
acting upon it is at the heart of UK’s decision-making problems.
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In countries with different electoral systems, for example Denmark, the political system is more able
to produce stable societal consensus for large-scale long-term investments. This is essentially
because political parties directly represent key societal constituencies. The UK’s majoritarian system
produces more short-termism, the response to which has been the delegation of long-term strategy
to technocratic bodies, of which the NIC, alongside others such as the Commission on Climate
Change, is one. The weakness of this approach is that it does not, by itself, produce consensus, and
decisions about politically controversial investments are not necessarily resolved through this route.
This can be seen, for example, in the case of the Davies Commission on the expansion of airport
runway capacity.
This situation suggests that the need for such bodies, including the NIC, to put a particular premium
on not only being open and consultative, but actually helping to facilitate greater consensus
between societal groups. In the past, something of this role was played by Royal Commissions,
especially standing Commissions such as that on Environmental Pollution, which existed for over 30
years.
In our work on the energy and climate policy, we have proposed that this function needs to be taken
more seriously in the UK because of the large costs, landscape effects and implications for the
changing role of households that will be involved. One option would be a body specifically for this
sector, but this could be part of the NIC’s role or incorporated into other institutions. The key thing is
the function. A possible approach to this would be to work with leaders of groups representing
different constituencies, facilitating dialogue on trade-offs, supported by information. Others, for
example, the Green Alliance and the Centre for Sustainable Energy, have also put forward ideas of
how this ‘meaningful consent’ can be developed, maintained and incorporated. We would urge
more thinking about this in the Methodology adopted in the NIA, which currently seems to focus on
scenarios, and is vague on how ‘engagement’ will actually take place.
Our second point, relates to energy and climate change in particular, our Group focus, but is relevant
to all sectors which require transformation. We argue that the current governance framework of
energy is not fit for purpose. This is because it continues to provide value (or payments) to enable
the current system to operate in the ways it has broadly done since gas and electricity privatisation
in the 1980’s and 1990’s. If a sustainable, ‘smart and flexible energy system’ is wanted, then the way
the energy system provides value has to change. It has to give value to those dimensions that
provide a flexible and smart operation, and it has to stop giving value to those things which
undermine it. This is a transformational process that requires a strategic framework for energy – and
this will require institutional change. Whilst we do not work on water or waste, we imagine the same
argument holds true. Until value within the sector matches what is wanted, the sectors will continue
as they currently are.
We think the IGov framework attempts to meet both these issues. Please do contact us if you would
like to talk about this in more depth.
This short note: Section 1 answers your questions; and then Section 2, explains why we think the
IGov framework is an important dimension of fit for purpose energy infrastructure.
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Section 1: Answering the Consultation Questions
The Consultation questions are broadly:







Related to principles in undertaking the NIA
Whether the NIA is covering the appropriate sectors
Whether the NIA has got its cross-cutting issues right
Whether the NIA has got the right methodology for interrogating the issues
Whether the NIA has identified all the important infrastructure drivers
How the NIC should engage to build its evidence base and test its conclusions

The objectives and principles in undertaking the NIA (page 11-15, Q1 and Q2)
With respect to the remit and scope of the NIC and the boundaries of the NIA, we think that UK
would benefit from having a powerful, progressive Vision or narrative of how UK infrastructure is
expected to develop over the next 30 years. IGov has undertaken research in Denmark, Germany
and various States of the US (i.e. California and New York) and has been struck by the power of those
countries Vision to maintain consensus on governance and societal decision-making.
We support the NIA identifying and exploring the most important interdependencies and resilience
implications, as well as identifying what we would consider to be the all-important cross-cutting
issues, including governance – our own focus.
We broadly agree with the case for an independent NIA, given the problems and solutions set out on
page 11.


We do think that some of the solutions the NIA would deliver are more important than
others – ie the wide engagement and meaningful consultation would be central to the NIA’s
legitimacy. We also think in a sense this is ‘bigger’ than the NIC. Improving transparency of
policy-making and wider engagement of civil society should be a major Government policy,
and requires significant resources to enable. This is discussed later on.



We also think that lack of capacity is a problem for delivering the NIA; we worry about
incumbents and inertia; and we think that flexibility is important. These are also discussed
later.

With respect to objectives of the NIA as set out on page 13, this is an ‘apple pie’ question. Yes, most
would agree that ‘improv[ing] the quality of life for those living in the UK’ is important. What
matters is making sure that the NIC and the NIA place UK civil society, people and their everyday
lives at the centre of this. Meaningful engagement about what civil society wants in terms of
infrastructure needs to be much deeper before the objectives of the NIA can be agreed.
We have one specific issue related to the second bullet of ‘improving the UK’s international
competitiveness’. We would prefer this to be changed so that it links with Theresa May’s Economic
Principle speech about a UK industrial strategy which brings prosperity to all.
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We agree with the principles as set out on page 14, although we think a fifth – flexibility – should be
added:


As said above, the key principle has to be that the NIA is based on meaningful discussion and
consent. The NIA outcomes will be no more acceptable to UK society then any past efforts
with respect to infrastructure planning unless it is legitimate and transparent, and genuinely
does reflect societal wishes. The UK is not known for being good at this, and it is no small
undertaking transforming the UK from its currents state to one of much wider civil society
involvement. However, we would argue that this is a vital step that the UK has to take.



We also support the principle of being forward looking and challenging established thinking.
With respect to this and the energy area, it is important to recognise barriers to
transformation. One dimension of this will be those who stand to lose from a change in
infrastructure. IGov has argued elsewhere that transformation can only occur when the
challenges / problems of the current system are understood and confronted by policy
makers – including recognising the issues of incumbents, and dealing with them. However,
incumbents, because of private reasons, cannot be allowed to undermine the societal
endeavour to capture new opportunities which will emerge from fostering long term and
sustainable economic growth1. With respect to challenging established thinking, this also
includes thinking that the energy system can be run in a different (and preferable) way,
provides value to new actors and practices, and needs new institutions to run it more
efficiently. The New York Reforming the Energy Vision (NY REV) is explicit in its challenging
of the accepted norms of energy system operation and regulation



The energy system is transforming radically, and at the same time we know from the CCC
that we have to meet certain budgets at certain times. We support having a framework to
enable this, and therefore broadly support the NIC in its efforts to do this. But that
framework has to balance meaningful civil society engagement; flexibility to the changing
technological and social / cultural environment; and an understanding of the real barriers to
change. For example, one of the problems with the recent concerns about whether to
continue to support Hinkley Point C has been the way that the Government has refused to
review the situation – when most of the factors originally in place had changed. Thus we
would argue that ‘flexibility in the face of change’ has to be added to the principles.

Whether the NIA has the right drivers, cross-cutting issues and is covering the appropriate sectors
(page 15+)
The NIC drivers on page 15 are broadly correct but we think that another ‘changing social
preferences’ should be added. We think this is a different issue from population and demography.
Social preferences change and are a vital part of societal legitimacy, and the NIC needs to
incorporate this into the NIA.

1

On the whole, incumbents want to carry on doing what they have always done, and if that is not possible,
then they want to slow down the process of change so that their stranded assets are minimised. IGov has a
number of case studies to reflect this. Another example is the implementation of the Large Combustion Plant
1
Directive (LCPD) in 1989 . This was a Directive to cut emissions and it was due to kick-in 25 years later –
thereby giving emitters a chance to move from one source of generation without having any stranded assets.
However, as that time came nearer so efforts were made to put off the LCPD requirements until later. Its
requirements were incorporated within a new Industrial Emissions Directive which did just that.
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With respect to the sectors that the NIA will cover (page 17), we accept with the following
comments:


We wonder where food (as opposed to agriculture) comes in to infrastructure.



Under the transport section, there is no mention of public transport: the bringing together
of all aspects of transport which together make people’s lives easier (happier and healthier).
Living and working in a city such as Berlin is completely different from than living in London –
and one major aspect of this is the centrality of its public transport to everyday lives. We
think the NIA should think more about public transport, and its ‘whole system’ benefits.



With respect to the energy section, we support the whole system approach – meaning that
(1) we think that the energy system works as a whole system. If a house becomes more
energy efficient, it will need less heat for space heating. If an energy system, has more solar
which generates at peak time, it will bring down the peak price of electricity, which will in
turn effect the energy economics of the system; and (2) we support integrating the energy
sectors (heat, electricity and transport) to improve overall emission reductions and cost to
customers.
o

The NIC report Smart Power was very useful, and we support its broad thrust and
agree that integrating heat, electricity and transport is essential for maximising
whole system efficiencies. The NIC has also explicitly said it is excluding the supply of
new housing from their remit. We, however, argue that energy system efficiency in
general, including energy efficiency in the housing stock, is an infrastructure issue.
This is because energy efficiency in houses is about condition; and because an
energy efficient system in general has major implications for the total requirements
of the energy infrastructure (because an inefficient energy system requires far more
pipes and wires and capacity, and is far more expensive).

o

However, to enable an efficient, whole system operation requires institutional
change – as set out in the IGov framework. As said above, this requires enabling
rules and incentives within networks and markets to provide value to enable that
integration; to capture efficiencies; and to stimulate innovation and doing things
differently. However, this is a necessary condition but will not necessarily lead to
desired outcomes if customers do not want to do it; and / or do not see the
relevance of it to their everyday lives etc. One aspect of this is thinking about
customers in a new way. They have to be the centre of energy system decisions, and
to do this the system has to be optimised from the bottom up. This is the only way
to connect customers; to capture heat efficiencies and the demand side. See the
Annex below for Introduction to the IGov Energy Governance Framework.

With respect to cross-cutting issues (page 19):


As an energy group focusing on governance and decision-making, we are very pleased that
you have highlighted an assessment of whether the current institutional framework is fit-forpurpose. Part of this ‘fitness’ is placing customers at its centre – and this fits with the wider
aspect of NIC and the NIA of wide engagement with civil society and meaningful public
consent.



Also, with respect to funding and financing, we are pleased that you have noted that you will
consider other alternatives which could deliver infrastructure in a more affordable way. We
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believe, for example, that there is a case for financing climate related infrastructure
investment through long-term public borrowing.
IGov argues that a sustainable, affordable and secure energy system could be delivered in a more
cost-effective way, were the governance framework reset. Much of the current institutional
framework needs limited change – but some real changes are needed – as in a move to an
integrated and independent system operator; new value propositions added such as a move from
passive distribution network operators to active distribution service providers as a result of
performance based regulation; and a refocusing of mind set from supply to demand, from
centralised to decentralised, and from top down to bottom up optimisation (see Annex at end).
Whether the NIA has got the right methodology for interrogating the issues (page 21- 26), Q8-12
As a general point, we worry that the UK does not have sufficient capacity – within and without
Government – to deliver an evidence based, transparent, widely engaged NIA, which could then be
put in place. This has to be confronted.
Page 21 discusses at length scenarios and models. These are only as good as their assumptions and
inputs. We have worried for a long time about ‘group think’ in UK energy models. They often include
an acceptance that government policies will be met, when they patently are not being so. We do
support a much more critical and ‘what if’ attitude to models.
We do support building on the evidence base (page 23). In our view, UK is much too parochial in its
attitude to energy policy. So much can be learnt from evidence-based case studies in other parts of
the world. Please see our website for publications about innovation and governance in Denmark,
Germany and various US States.
The Para 65 and page 24-25 set out the key drivers as a way to break down and interrogate the need
for an NIA:


As said above, we add another drive of changing social preferences. We agree with the
technology and the climate change and environment drivers.



We are less convinced about the box on page 25 about the economic growth and
productivity driver. Yes, obviously we want the UK to have a vibrant and sustainable
economy. We want UK citizens to be happy and comfortable, in their meaningful lives. How
this is delivered is an enormous question with huge distributional and infrastructural
implications. This is a central question for national conversations and meaningful public
consent. At the moment this box is written almost with no reference to the rest of the
consultation document. Whatever comes out of the NIA, has to have meaningful consent
from UK civil society – and therefore the path, and type, of economic growth has to come
from that. We could imagine this could be the basis of a ‘green’ industrial policy – which
would fit with the wider document, but there is not even a hint of this in the box.

How the NIC should engage to build its evidence base and test its conclusions (page 29-31).
We welcome the NIC placing wider engagement as an important aspect of the NIA. The extent to
which there is meaningful engagement will make or break the NIA, and its legitimacy. We recognise
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the document cannot include many details but at the moment it is not clear how this engagement
will occur.

Section 2: Proposed and draft IGov institutional framework as a first step
towards a Fit-for-Purpose UK Energy Infrastructure
The annex below includes an overview of the IGov Framework. This has developed over the last few
years and has been very widely discussed. We continue to support its substantive parts but will
change some aspects of it following several meetings in London recently.
Broadly, however, we support the NIC energy vision in Smart Power. We think customers have to
become the centre of the energy system – since their involvement is central to its ‘smartness’ and
decarbonisation. We think the system has to become far more energy efficient – in terms of the way
we use energy and how we operate our system. This has to be the primary focus, and again
customers are central to that. If the system is to change, new values have to become available to
encourage efficiency, flexibility, smartness and customer involvement – and the old ‘stupid’
‘inflexible’ values have to go. We think this can be best undertaken by adding in a new value
proposition of distribution service providers – as explained below. They will provide value to where
value for smartness and flexibility should be; they are close to customers – so can capture demand
side response; they can match supply and demand, including heat, in local markets; they can
integrate and coordinate the distribution areas for efficiency and smart operation across heat,
electricity and the electrical aspects of transport; and they enable bottom-optimisation.
Other aspects of an institutional framework are important, as set out below: e.g. policies for energy
efficiency; an integrated and independent system operator; the re-organisation of Codes, access to
date, market monitoring and so on.
Nevertheless, the key is that the energy system ‘mind set’ alters to being demand side and energy
efficiency focussed; to accept decentralisation as a welcome improvement to cost-effectiveness,
system efficiency and improved security; to wanting innovation (whether in operation, new
entrants, customer practice and services); and to recognise that these changes add an element of
control and choice to people’s lives.
We are very happy to discuss this with you in more detail.
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ANNEX 1

DRAFT IGov Fit-for-Purpose Institutional Framework for the GB Energy
System
1. Introduction
Energy systems around the world and in GB are undergoing fundamental and rapid change due to a
wide range of different drivers, from technology through to social, environmental and businesses
innovations. Much of this change is currently being experienced within the electricity sector, with
new technologies and business models competing for space within our markets and networks (for
example, options for demand side response (DSR), virtual power plants, storage and other ways to
provide capacity and manage constraints). Nationally, the Department of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) and the Energy and Climate Change Committee (ECCC) have raised the possibility of creating
an independent system operator and many distribution network operators (DNOs) are already
moving towards becoming more active distribution system operators (DSOs). The recent reports
from the National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) and the ECCC have highlighted the challenges and
opportunities for creating a low carbon network infrastructure, and suggested that the challenges
can only be met with appropriate governance, regulatory and operational framework. Transforming
to this framework is vital because of the risk that as technology races ahead, infrastructure and
regulations lag behind thereby undermining (or even blocking) its use. If this continues, the lack of
governance change will potentially increase costs, undermine security and threaten the low carbon
transformation itself.
Figure 1: IGov Fit-for-Purpose Institutional Framework for the GB Energy System2
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There is a full-page version of the framework at the end of this briefing note.
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This briefing note sets out a new approach to governance3 based on a proposed new institutional
framework that IGov argues is more fit-for-purpose for the challenges and opportunities that the GB
energy system faces, including the ongoing blurring of boundaries between heat, power and
transport, and the new roles of consumers. The framework has been developed over the 4 years of
the IGov research and this Briefing Note only provides a headline summary of the institutions and
their role, and a brief rational for thinking. However, we have written a number of blogs, working
papers and journal articles about the governance needs of the GB energy system in general, and its
constituent parts. All of this information can be accessed via the IGov website; and we have included
a few links to specific resources in the sections below.

2. Summary of institutions and their role
Within this new framework we have set out changes to some existing institutions as well as the
creation of some small, new institutions. What we are suggesting does not constitution significant or
disruptive change. More, it is a combination of what we already have and governance already in
place in Denmark and New York State in the US. Below is a brief summary of the main institutions
and the role we envisage they will play.
Committee on Climate Change (CCC)
Currently, the CCC provides advice to Government on the science (and state) of climate change,
recommends carbon budgets, and provides analysis of ways to reduce emissions to meet the GHG
budgets, as set out in the Climate Change Act, as well as reporting on progress. We think that the
CCC should continue as the body which keeps track of the state of climate change and establishes
the GHG budgets which have to be met, and by when. However, in respect to the energy system we
think some of its functions should be passed to the CEPC.
The Climate and Energy Policy Committee (CEPC)
The Climate and Energy Policy Committee (CEPC) is a new, but small, institution that would be a
parallel body to the CCC. The basic function of the CEPC would be to provide a stable political
consensus on how the UK can decarbonise. It would provide an intellectual coordination of GB
energy governance, including enabling a ‘national conversation’, involving all major political parties
and social and economic constituencies, supported by expert input on technologies, behaviour
change, costs etc. This would include gathering formal and informal feedback from all stakeholders
operating with the energy system, including consumers and their protection. The CEPC would also
continuously monitor and review the progress of policies in the energy, buildings and transport
sectors and report these back to government, industry and wider stakeholders. On the basis of this
process, it would make recommendations to the government of the day on how to meet their
energy policy goals.

3

Governance is taken to mean policies, institutions, rules and incentives (ie the rules of the game).
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Ofgem
Ofgem should revert to being an economic regulator, having delegated responsibility from the
Secretary of State/DECC to regulate those organisations responsible for transmission and
distribution within the system. The wider responsibilities that it currently has in respect to social
concerns and sustainability should be passed – in part to the CEPC and the IISO. As an economic
regulator, Ofgem is not involved in policy decisions.
Independent Integrated System Operator (IISO)
The IISO is directed by the SoS and DECC to ensure that it both acts to facilitate the CCC carbon
budgets and the recommendations from the CEPC. The IISO is a state owned system operator, and it
gains independence by taking this role out of National Grid. It is also integrated with responsibility
for transmission and distribution across electricity, gas and heat networks, and transport (in respect
to electrification, power to gas, etc). The IISO will ultimately have responsibility for overseeing the
energy system transformation to ensure policy goals for decarbonisation and system security are
met, and for the energy system aspects of affordability. As such as well as having market
relationships with transmission and distribution operators it provides direction to them to enable
and facilitate the transformation of the energy system.
System Codes
Industry Codes are no longer self-regulated and the current Code Administrators are bought
together into one Code Body. The Codes are shaped and run to meet the decisions of the IISO and
are either a separate or a subsidiary of the IISO.
Distribution Service Providers (DSPs)
DNOs are transformed into ‘active’ distribution service providers and are at the heart of the future
energy system. They are regulated by Ofgem and directed by the IISO. They both facilitate change
from the bottom up, by providing or supporting new market platforms, including a pool for energy
and services that meet consumer demands; as well as facilitating change from the top down by
ensuring the goals of Government and needs of the IISO are delivered.
Markets
As well as wholesale and retail markets, new markets are more easily enabled with the new
framework, such as ‘nested’ or local markets within the distribution areas and platforms to enable
companies and consumers to connect in new ways. Ultimately markets offer new ways to buy and
sell energy and services within the system in a more facilitative way than is currently the case,
bringing value to both the system and consumers.
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Market Monitor and Data Body
With oversight of all the institutions and markets in the energy system, a new market monitor is
created, that is independent of the economic regulator and other institutions. It monitors and
reports what is happening within the market openly and transparently. In addition to this, a Data
Body is created which treats data as a public good; it collects and provides access to available data
within the system to ensure that the goals for energy policy are met. The market monitor and the
Data Body will need to work closely together and are directed via the Secretary of State/DECC.
Consumers
Consumers are no longer viewed in respect to domestic, commercial, industrial, etc. Instead they are
thought about in respect to how active or passive they are within the system. Ultimately the system
is there to meet consumer demand for energy services and many of the changes that are occurring
are within the demand side, and as such much closer to consumers. The energy system therefore
needs to become more facilitative to what consumers want in respect to energy and services,
enabling those that want, or are happy, to be active players in respect to demand and/or supply,
whilst protecting those that are unable, or unwilling to be active.

3. The Rationale for change
Current governance does not complement the technological, business and social changes, and
change that is occurring is happening despite of, rather than because of, governance. Much of these
changes are either to do with decentralised technologies, on the demand side, or occurring at the
distribution level from the bottom up. Whilst the whole energy system has to become ‘smarter’, the
case for optimising the system from the customer perspective is becoming increasingly strong.
However, to enable and adapt to change efficiently also requires top down guidance, not least to
implement the institutional governance changes to enable that. What is needed is a whole system
approach to governance, based on legitimate direction from the top, optimisation of supply and
demand from the bottom up, and then middle out facilitation through system and market
institutions.
The Role of the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) and the Climate and Energy Policy Committee
(CEPC)
Currently, the CCC provides advice to Government on the science (and state) of climate change and
ways to reduce emissions to meet the GHG reductions set out in the Climate Change Act. The CCC
has to walk a very sensitive line between setting out the GHG reduction needs, recording the extent
to which various policies have worked in reducing the GHG emissions, and explaining how further
reduction needs can be met. The CCC is not meant to take a view between different technological or
social pathways, rather it is meant to show the various ways the GHG budgets can be met costeffectively.
At the moment, GB lacks a formal home for transparent discussion about climate and energy policy
and for reaching consensus on potential policies and decisions. For example, the extent to which this
11

or that policy or regulatory issue appears to be working and leading to practice change, and the
reasons why it is or is not doing so. The Climate and Energy Policy Committee (CEPC), a new parallel
body to the CCC, is intended to provide a space – modelled on the Monetary Policy Committee –
where the ‘politics’ of energy can be openly discussed before a policy gets put in place; where ideas
about new technologies, social preferences, business models and so on can be introduced into the
debate; and where potential ‘consensus’ policies can be agreed. Like the CCC, it would also report to
Parliament, and DECC would have to report to Parliament on whether DECC accepts the CEPC
advice.
We think that the CCC role should be split into two: First, the CCC should continue as the body which
keeps track of the state of climate change and establishes the GHG budgets which have to be met,
and by when. Second, the CEPC would be established with 5 functions: (1) it would be responsible
for enabling, and collating, stakeholder feedback and views about climate and energy policies in an
inclusive manner, including having a grasp of what new technologies and social preferences mean
for energy policy and system operation; (2) it would continuously monitor and review the progress
of policies in the energy, buildings and transport sectors – including ensuring the social (including
customer protection), environment and security goals of Government are met in practice - and
report these back to government, industry and wider stakeholders; (3) it would provide intellectual
co-ordination across Government and Ministries to deliver necessary climate and energy policies and
highlight gaps; (4) it would enable a ‘national conversation’, involving all major political parties and
social and economic constituencies, supported by expert input on technologies, behaviour change,
costs etc. And (5), taking these 4 functions into account - it would give advice to DECC and the
government of the day on how to meet their energy policy goals (taken to include governance
issues).
An example of this might be, with respect to fuel poverty, that the CEPC would provide intellectual
coordination across Government to ensure building regulations for housing; to ensure energy
efficiency policies, and value for providers; to enable targeting of vulnerable groups / fuel poor; and
to protect customers at the edge of mainstream services, such as via a default service of a rising
block tariff.
IGov argues that the CCC recommendations need to be linked more into GB governance. For
example, Codes are the basis of all transactions within the energy system. At the moment, there is
no requirement on the Code Administrators to ensure that they enable the meeting of the CCC
recommendations. IGov envisages that the IISO (as explained in more detail below) is directed to
ensure an energy system capable of meeting the CCC budgets, and that would cascade down to the
TO, the DSPs, and the Codes (see below for details).
For further discussion on these topics see:


Putting the environment back into GB energy policy



First-past-the-post Politics is a Major Barrier in GB to a Legitimate, Long term Energy Policy
Framework



Restructuring GB’s Energy Institutions – why it is worth the cost
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The Role of the Secretary of State (SoS), DECC and Ofgem
The current energy policy paradigm is that Government takes high-level policy decisions, but where
possible leaves the delivery of energy goods, services and some policies to the market. The
argument is that it beneficially ‘de-politicises’ energy policy decision-making and implementation
through an ‘Independent’ energy regulator which works to certain Duties, and which receives
‘guidance’ from Government every 5 or so years4. The energy regulator is responsible for overseeing
market and network regulation, and the energy system is expected to operate cost effectively.
Ofgem was initially set up as an economic regulator but has since taken on other social and
environmental responsibilities. This means that the role of the regulator has expanded over time,
and now de facto includes decisions on trade-offs between government goals and policies.
New technologies are opening up multiple new pathways to meet Government climate change
policies. The choice of one rather than another technological pathway has large distributional
impacts on different sections of society (including the industry and supply chains), its total costs and
its speed of transformation. Technology pathways are heavily influenced by policy support (for
example, of nuclear power and/or renewable energy through RO/CFDs etc) undertaken by
Government. But Ofgem’s actions matter through the surrounding regulation (network charging,
codes, balancing market design, decision on distribution system operators versus distribution service
providers etc.). Through their executive authority they are now taking a multiplicity of de facto policy
choices which themselves have major impacts on, for example, the relationship between the TO and
DNOs / DSOs / DSPs; the centralised versus decentralised nature of the energy system; the
availability of local markets; the involvement of customers.
The context within which the regulator operates and makes decisions has changed dramatically
since they were set up, and because of this their role has to be rethought (see below). The IGov
argument is that many decisions that should be in the policy sphere, ultimately decided on by the
Secretary of State (SoS), have drifted by default into the regulatory sphere. We think this should be
ended, and confronted, by scaling Ofgem back to be a minimal economic regulator and by reassigning the social, environmental and security responsibilities elsewhere.
IGov argues that energy policy decisions are deeply political, and more transparency and legitimacy
has to be brought back into the GB decision-making and institutional framework. It should be the
SoS and DECC which has capacity to take all policy decisions, and be responsible for them. Moreover,
these policies should together enable the CCC recommendations to be met.
A legitimate energy policy process is required which can be nimble enough to take account of the
rapidly changing energy system and incorporate a consensus views. IGov argues that a combination
of more capacity in DECC to take policy decisions; the advice from both the CEPC and the CCC; a restructuring of the hierarchy of decision-making in the energy system so that an economic regulator
and a state owned system operator are on the same level; and the SoS directing the IISO to meet the
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Currently under discussion
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CCC budget requirements is a preferable process to ensuring that Government goals are met to the
one we currently have.
For further discussion on this topic see:


The odd couple: Will a new Strategy and Policy Statement help sort out the relationship
between government and Ofgem?



Submission to DECC Consultation on the draft Strategy and Policy Statement



Restructuring GB’s Energy Institutions – why it is worth the cost



Energy Depoliticisation in the UK: Destroying Political Capacity

Returning Ofgem to being an Economic Regulator
IGov argues that Ofgem should return to being an economic regulator only. Its environmental Duties
should effectively be passed to the state-owned IISO, which has responsibility for system security
and transformation to a sustainable energy system to meet the CCC and CEPC recommendations.
Because the IISO would have more technical capacity than the economic regulator, it should be
more able to drive technical discussions with the TO and DSPs. We argue that the economic
regulator is the wrong institution to take responsibility for social concerns (primarily affordability
and fuel poverty) with respect to the energy system (see below).
The SoS would have hierarchy over both the economic regulator, and the IISO. However, the
economic regulator and the IISO are on the same level of hierarchy – this is a resetting of
institutional importance from where economics / competition / the market has hierarchy to one
where the latter and a strategic framework to meet the CCC recommendations are on an equal
footing. This is because IGov argues that we need more strategic direction in relation to meeting
Government goals. Once that strategic framework is established, then markets can work. This is a
more balanced approach between markets and regulation, but it is not an anti-market view. On the
contrary, IGov sees markets establishing more values in the IGov Framework than currently.
In the IGov framework, the CCC sets out the science, the CEPC advises on what needs to be done;
the SoS decides on the policy and directs the IISO to deliver, and the Regulator to regulate. Once the
IISO has decided what has to be done by when, and there is agreement with the TO and the DSPs,
then the economic regulator, regulates that agreement. The economic regulator is not involved in
policy decisions.
For further discussion on this topic see:


Public Value Energy Governance: establishing an institutional framework which better fits a
sustainable, secure and affordable energy system



Progressive Regulation – What Future For OFGEM?



Change and Inertia in the UK Energy System – getting our institutions and governance right
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The Integrated and Independent System Operator
IGov has argued that the current system of joint system operator and transmission operator within
National Grid encompasses too many conflicts of interest for NG, at a time of fast changing and
decentralising energy technologies. As such, we recommend that the system operator portion of
National grid is renationalised to become a state owned independent system operator. In addition to
this, we think it should also be integrated, looking across electricity, heat and transport. This reflects
the fact that energy is a whole system: making changes in one place, will lead to changes in another
part of the system and it therefore has to be integrated in order to run the system effectively.
We place the responsibility for the transformation of the energy system from its current state to one
which meets the CCC objectives and for maintaining security on the IISO. This system operator is
responsible for both transmission and distribution and would be integrated between the electricity
(including the electric vehicle structure), gas and heat networks. Markets also have to provide value
to complement this smart infrastructure operation and development.
IGov is arguing that the energy system becomes customer-focused and optimised from the bottom
up. The IISO therefore will be responding to distribution service providers (see below) but the IISO
has ultimate responsibility for the system. The state-owned IISO which links markets and networks;
and oversees both transmission and distribution networks is the best way to enable that.
For further discussion on this topic see:


National Infrastructure Commission call for Evidence - submission from Energy Policy Group



Not just independent but also integrated – the future for energy system operation

The Codes
The current code governance system is not fit for purpose being prone to inertia, capture by
incumbent interests, overly complex and opaque and not sufficiently connected with over-arching
policy goals. That need to change in order that they facilitate change, IGov held a workshop on this
topic and the papers can be viewed below.. The key IGov policy recommendation is that Codes stop
being self-regulating, and become a technical aspect of the energy system. Codes should be changed
to fit with the IISO decisions, as and when needed. The Code Administrators should come together
within one Code Body. This can either be separate or a subsidiary of the IISO but in both cases, the
Code Body works to the IISO.
For further discussion on this topic see:


Innovation and energy industry codes in Great Britain



IGov Codes Governance Workshop



Codes Governance and Reform Discussion Paper

Distribution Service Providers (DSP)
IGov has also held a DSO/DSP workshop, and the papers can be viewed in the link below. IGov
argues that the distribution network companies should transform into being ‘active’ distribution
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service providers (DSPs). This could occur if their regulation changed from being related to units
supplied and the value of their asset base to where a larger proportion of their revenue is related to
performance based regulation outputs (PBR) and the extent to which they facilitate market
transactions. The New York Reforming the Energy Vision (NY REV) sees the move to DSPs taking
about a decade. At that point they are envisaged as being the ‘heart’ of the electricity system with
new values (or payments) available to new entrants for providing new services (both system and
energy) to customers. We envisage DSPs with market platforms, including a pool for energy and
services.
The IGov framework envisages that the IISO will have an overview of the type of system needed to
meet the CCC GHG reductions. The DSP will be following various PBR outputs (complementary to
Government policies) and customer wishes. The IISO will gauge whether this is sufficient for meeting
infrastructure changes necessary to meet CCC recommendations, or whether they have to make an
agreement with the TO/DSPs to speed up change on the DSP network. The PBR outputs can be
ratcheted up if necessary and Government policies, for example, to encourage more energy efficient
buildings (and thereby lower energy demand) could become stronger, and should be
complementary. The economic regulator then regulates these agreements. This is an ongoing and
iterative process.
The boundary between the IISO and DSP is complex. The IISO ultimately has hierarchy. The DSP
should become more active by meeting its PBRs, following customer demands and facilitating
markets. We envisage that there is a place for both ‘smart’ top-down and bottom-up optimisation of
the energy system. However, ultimately, for those times when a choice has to be made between the
2 levels for system operation reasons, bottom-up optimisation would be supported because the
system should be customer-focused and aims to be energy efficient – which includes capturing
demand side possibilities which are increasingly at the local level.
IGov argues that a move to a DSP system seems to be the most logical way to both direct the energy
system to meet Government goals whilst at the same time encouraging markets.
For further discussion on this topic see:


What, and how, the New York utilities are expected to transform to over the next decade –
the New York REV’s Ratemaking May 2016 Order



IGov Roundtable on Distribution Service Providers



More flexible, more renewable – our evolving energy systems are changing fast

Markets
GB currently has a bilateral wholesale market (the British Electricity Transmission and Trading
Arrangements) with several market platforms linked to it. As we said above, we envisage a DSP with
market platforms, including a pool for energy and services. ‘Nested’ or local markets within the
distribution areas would have the choice to either sell into the DSP pool (for either supply or
demand products) or directly into the wholesale market. Customers – of different types – would buy
and sell into any of those markets they chose to. Larger producers and customers may continue as
they are buying and selling via the wholesale market. IGov would argue that new entrants,
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technologies, social preferences and so on are opening up new services and wishes and values in
markets should be available for them.
For further discussion on this topic see:


Future energy markets and networks in the UK and European Union



We must not recreate the wrong market model

Market Monitor and Data Body
The recent CMA inquiry has highlighted the inadequacy of GB market monitoring, and IGov argues
that a transparent market monitor should be created, independent of the economic regulator. In
addition, access to available data is becoming increasingly important to system operation and energy
economics. IGov takes the view, as in Denmark, that data is a public good and open and transparent
access to it will ultimately benefit society more than trying to marketise it at its source. The market
monitor and the Data Body will need to work closely together.
For further discussion on this topic see:


Overview of our submissions and thinking on the CMA Inquiry

Customers / Consumers
IGov takes the view that consumers should no longer be viewed in terms of their sector, i.e.
domestic, industrial, commercial and so on. In line with what is happening in other countries it
makes more sense to view them in terms of how able or willing they are to engage with the system.
This is because available technology, new businesses models and change in social practices allows
each consumer to be treated individually, from those that are very active i.e. prosumers through to
those that are unable or unwilling to act. Consumers can be thought of on a continuum from
‘empowered- engaged-essential’. Moreover, we argue that the energy system should be customerfocused, meaning that it should be run in such a way that it fulfils customer wishes – rather than
customers having to fit into company and regulator wishes – but also provides a better service in
terms of system operation cost.
Customers will make or break the move to a smarter and sustainable system. As a result, efforts to
connect them to their energy use are essential – and this is far more complicated than viewing this
in relation to the numbers which switch. We support the introduction of a Social Licence for all
energy institutions and actors to ensure that they build and offer legitimacy, credibility and trust. We
support default service for fuel poor, vulnerable or disengaged customers provided it has a rising
block tariff. We do not support a default service based on price. In addition, a change of mind set has
to occur so that companies and the system views customers as a source of system services, for
which the customers are paid and which potentially negates the need for additional infrastructure
capacity elsewhere. This we expect to occur via the DSP markets. Moreover, we support
‘conversations’ about energy with customers. Funds have to be available for this and should be bid
for by those which wish to undertake the conversations. We imagine Citizen’s Advice would have
control over those funds which could be bid for by local authorities, small communities or
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companies. We also think DSPs should be enabling ‘outreach’, and this would be incentivised via
their PBRs.
For further discussion on this topic see:


Rethinking the role of consumers in our evolving energy system



Switched Off – is switching really a measure of consumer engagement?



Forget the ‘trilemma’ – tackling the fourth challenge of inertia is the key to unlocking a
sustainable energy future
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